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Abstract
For practical data sharing applications, many attributebased encryption (ABE) schemes were proposed with different kinds of properties, such as supporting large universe, revocation, verification and so on. However, existing schemes seldom support these three important properties simultaneously. In this paper, we present a directly
revocable and verifiable key-policy ABE scheme for large
universe (DRV-KP-ABE). The new scheme supports large
universe, and attributes do not need to be enumerated at
stage of setup. Meanwhile, our scheme allows the trusted
authority to revoke users by only updating the revocation
list without interaction with non-revoked users. We use
the subset difference method for revocation which greatly
improves the broadcast efficiency compared with the complete subtree scheme. In addition, the proposed scheme
enables the third party to update ciphertexts with public
information, and the auditor assures the third party updated ciphertexts correctly. The DRV-KP-ABE scheme
is selectively secure under q-type assumption in the standard model.
Keywords: Attribute-based encryption, large universe,
subset difference, user revocation, verification

1

Introduction

Recently, cloud computing has attracted wide attention
from all walks of life. For one thing, cloud computing
can provide powerful computing capabilities for resourceconstrained devices. For another thing, cloud computing
allows data users to store or deliver their sensitive data
in third-party servers either for ease of sharing or for cost
saving. However, there have some great challenges for
preserving the privacy of stored data and enforcing access
control on accessing these data [14, 28, 30, 32]. Attributebased encryption (ABE) [26], introduced by Sahai and
Waters, can be viewed as the right tool solving these challenges. In ABE, a party can encrypt a document to all

users who have a certain set of attributes. For example, one can encrypt a document to all hiring committee
members in the computer science department. In this case
the document would be encrypted to the attribute subset
{“Faculty”, “CS Dept.”, “Hiring Committee”}, and only
users with all of these three attributes can hold the corresponding private keys and thus decrypt the document.
In practical data sharing system, if users leave or be
removed from the system, their access right must be deprived. However, pure ABE scheme cannot revoke these
users. In order to achieve revocation, revocable ABE (RABE) [1] was introduced. According to how to integrate
the revocation information, existing R-ABE can be divided into two categories: directly R-ABE [29] and indirectly R-ABE [4]. Direct revocation enforces revocation
by the sender who specifies the revocation list while encrypting data, and it is unnecessary for users to communicate with attribute authority. On the other hand, indirect revocation enforces revocation by the key authority
who sends a key update information periodically to nonrevoked users such that they can update own keys. The
indirect method has an advantage that senders do not
need to know the revocation list. However, this approach
also has a disadvantage that the key update phase could
be a bottleneck since the indirect revocation requires frequently communication between the key authority and all
non-revoked users. In order to eliminate this bottleneck,
we consider direct user revocation in this paper.
Till now, many R-ABE schemes [1, 2, 4, 15, 23, 27, 29]
were proposed. Among these schemes, most of schemes
essentially employ the complete subtree (CS) scheme [15]
for revocation purpose. Replacing the CS method by the
subset difference (SD) technique [9, 16] can reduce the
size of the ciphertext component meant for performing
revocation from O(rlog nr ) to O(r), where n and r denote
the number of users and the number of revoked users,
respectively. This can provide significant improvement in
the broadcast efficiency particularly when the number of
users present in the system is very large compared with
the number of revoked users [9].
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In fact, R-ABE alone cannot prevent revoked users
from decrypting ciphertexts that were generated before
revocation, since the old private key of revoked users is
enough to decrypt those ciphertexts. Thus a complete solution has to support not only the revocation functionality
but also the ciphertext update functionality. Sahai and
Waters [25] considered the problem of updating ciphertexts in the setting of R-ABE, where the third party (e.g.,
storage server) can update stored ciphertexts with public
available information. However, in a practical application
setting [13, 27], if the correctness of updated ciphertexts
cannot be guaranteed, the third party may return a wrong
information for some interest. This motivates us to study
ABE with verifiable ciphertext delegation.
In addition, ABE can be classified into two categories
depending on the size of attributes: small universe construction [3] and large universe construction [24]. In
“small universe” construction, attributes are pre-specified
at the stage of setup, and additional attributes cannot be
added. While in “large universe” construction, the size
of the attributes can be exponentially large, and a large
number of new attributes can be added to the system at
any time. Therefore, it seems that the scheme supporting
large universe is more suitable for actual demand.

1.1

Our Contribution

We present a KP-ABE scheme that simultaneously supports user revocation, ciphertext update verification and
“truly” large attribute universe. For that purpose, we
make use of the technique given by Rouselakis and Waters [24] to achieve large universe construction and the
one given by Shi et al. [27] in order to achieve the revocation and verification. Specially, we manage revocation for
ABE by utilizing the SD mechanism [9, 16] instead of CS
scheme. More precisely, we present the KP-ABE scheme
with the following properties:
• The proposed scheme has a constant number of group
elements in public parameters, and imposes no bound
on the size of attributes used for encryption.
• In our scheme, the private key is associated with a
user identity and the access policy. The ciphertext is
related to the set of attributes and a revocation list.
A user can decrypt a ciphertext if and only if her/his
attributes satisfy the access structure and she/he is
not in the revocation list. When revoking users, the
trusted authority only needs to update the revocation
list, without any interaction with non-revoked users.
• We use the SD method for revocation which greatly
improves the broadcast efficiency and provides a
smaller covering set compared with the CS scheme.
• Our scheme can delegate the third party to update ciphertexts with public available information.
Meanwhile, the scheme allows the auditor to verify whether ciphertexts are updated correctly by the
third party.

1.2

273

Organization

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We discuss related works in Section 2 and in Section 3 we give
necessary background information. We describe scheme
definition and security game in Section 4. The concrete
construction of DRV-KP-ABE scheme and security proof
are detailed in Sections 5 and 6, respectively. The performance analysis and efficiency improvement are discussed
in Section 7. Finally, we give the conclusion in Section 8.

2

Related Works

The notion of ABE, which enables fine-grained and noninteractive access control of shared data, was first introduced by Sahai and Waters [26]. Currently, there are two
different and complementary forms of ABE: key-policy
ABE (KP-ABE) [19] and ciphertext-policy ABE (CPABE) [3, 10, 21]. In KP-ABE, the ciphertext is associated with the set of attributes, and the secret key is
associated with the access policy. While in CP-ABE, the
idea is reversed: the user’ private key is related to the
set of attributes, and the access control policy on these
attributes is attached to the ciphertext. Until now, many
variants of ABE have been proposed to provide promising properties and functionalities, such as multi-authority
ABE [18], ABE with outsourcing decryption [13, 36],
traceable ABE [22], anonymous ABE [34] and so on. As
a promising property, R-ABE is still an active research
topic.
In 2008, Boldyreva et al. [4] constructed the first RABE scheme with indirect revocation, which key authority sends a key update information periodically to nonrevoked users. Meanwhile, the sender doesn’t care the
revocation list when encrypting a message (e.g., [4, 15]).
Attrapadung and Imai [1] proposed a directly revocable
ABE scheme, which the trusted authority revokes users
by only updating the revocation list without interaction
with non-revoked users. Later, they proposed a hybrid
R-ABE scheme [2] which allows senders to choose the
concrete revocation mode during the encryption phase.
However, all of the above constructions make use of the
CS method to achieve revocation. Lee et al. [16] utilized
the SD scheme to achieve revocation for identity-based
encryption (IBE) and pointed out that their technique
for R-IBE cannot be directly applicable to construct an
R-ABE scheme. Recently, Datta et al. [9] presented the
first fully secure unbound R-ABE scheme in prime order
bilinear groups via SD mechanism.
Note that these mechanisms in the above revocation
modes only guarantee that revoked users cannot decrypt
ciphertexts created after revocation. To prevent revoked
users from decrypting ciphertexts that were generated
before revocation, proxy re-encryption [8, 23] was introduced, which needs the interaction between the proxy and
the trusted authority. Other works [25, 27, 33] considered the problem of updating ciphertexts in the setting of
R-ABE, where the third party can update stored cipher-
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texts without any interaction with either data owners or
the trusted authority whenever the revocation event happens. In addition, Shi et al. [27] considered ciphertext update verification in the setting of directly R-ABE, where
the auditor can verify whether ciphertexts were updated
correctly or not.
Though these schemes have been introduced to achieve
efficient revocation, they cannot support large attribute
universe construction. The first large universe KP-ABE
scheme in the standard model was given in [17], which is
based on composite order groups. Later, several large universe ABE schemes were given in [12, 15, 24]. However,
they have no consider the revocation and verification, simultaneously. Thus, it is necessary to study revocable
and verifiable KP-ABE scheme for large universe.

3.4

274

Linear Secret-Sharing Schemes

A linear secret-sharing scheme (LSSS) [24] can be used to
represent an access control policy (M, ρ), where M is an
l × n matrix which is called the share generating matrix
and ρ maps a row into an attribute. A LSSS consists of
two algorithms:
Share((M, ρ), s): This algorithm is used to share secret
value s to attributes. Considering a column vector
v = (s, r2 , · · · , rn ), where s ∈ Zp is the secret to
be shared and r2 , · · · , rn ∈ Zp are randomly chosen,
then λi = Mi · v is a share of the secret s, which
belongs to the attribute ρ(i).

Reconstruction(λ1 , · · · , λl , (M, ρ)): This algorithm is
used to reconstruct s from secret shares. Let S ∈ A
be any authorized set and I = {i : ρ(i) ∈ S} ⊆
3 Preliminaries
{1, 2, · · · , l}. Then there exists coefficients {ci |i ∈ I}
such that Σi∈I ci Mi = (1, 0, · · · , 0), thus we have
In this section, we give the definitions of bilinear groups,
Σi∈I ci λi = s.
access structures and complexity assumptions. In addition, in order to achieve efficient revocation, we introduce
3.5 Subset Difference Method
the binary tree and SD method.

3.1

Notations

For n ∈ N, we define [n] = {1, 2, · · · , n}. Similarly, for
n1 , · · · , nk ∈ N : [n1 , · · · , nk ] = [n1 ] × [n2 ] × · · · × [nk ].
When S is a set, we denote by s ← S the fact that the
variable s is picked uniformly at random from S. We
write s1 , s2 , · · · , sn ← S as shorthand for s1 ← S, s2 ←
S, · · · , sn ← S. When v is a vector (of any type), we
will denote by vi the i-th element and by hv, wi the inner
product of vectors v and w.

3.2

Bilinear Groups

Let G, GT be two multiplicative cyclic groups of prime
order p and g be a generator of G. A bilinear map e is a
map e : G × G −→ GT with the following properties:
1) Bilinearity: For all u, v ∈ G, a, b ∈ Zp , we have
e(ua , v b ) = e(u, v)ab ;

In this paper, we use the subset difference method [9, 16]
to realize efficient revocation. We now give some notations (as shown in Table 1) concerning a full binary tree
which is similar to those defined in literature [9]. Label
the nodes in BT by 1 to 2n − 1 in the way that root is labeled 1, if parent is labeled i, then the left child is labeled
2i and the right child is labeled 2i + 1. Every member in
U is assigned to a leaf node in the tree. The identifier Li
of each node in the tree is assigned as follows: Each edge
in the tree is assigned with 0 or 1 depending on whether
the edge connects a node to its left or right child node.
The identifier Li of a node vi is the bit string obtained by
reading all the labels of edges in the path from the root
to the node vi . The Steiner Tree ST (R) is the minimal
subtree of BT that connects all the leaf nodes in R and
the root node. One example of the labeling is shown in
Figure 1.
The SD scheme [9] is summarized as follows:

SD.Setup(n): This algorithm takes as input the maximum number n of users (for simplicity, n = 2d ). It
sets a full binary tree BT of depth d and assigns ev3) Computability: There is an efficient algorithm to
ery user to a different leaf node in BT . It outputs
compute e(u, v) for all u, v ∈ G.
BT .
2) Non-degeneracy: e(g, g) 6= 1;

3.3

Access Structures

SD.Assign(BT , u): This algorithm takes as input the
full binary tree BT and a user serial number u ∈
[n]. Let v(u) be the leaf node assigned to u and
path(v(u)) = (vk0 , vk1 , ..., vkn ) be the path from the
root node vk0 to the leaf node vkn = v(u). For all
i, j ∈ {k0 , k1 , ..., kn } such that vj is a descendant of
vi , it adds Si,j defined by two nodes vi and vj in the
path into a private set P Vu . Finally, it outputs P Vu .

In this section, we present the formal definition of access
structures [24]. Let P = {P1 , P2 , · · · , Pn } be the attribute
universe. An access structure on P is a collection A of
non-empty sets of attributes, i.e., A ⊆ 2P \ {∅}. The sets
in A are called the authorized sets and the sets not in A
are called the unauthorized sets. Additionally, an access
structure is called monotone if ∀B, C ∈ A: if B ∈ A and
B ⊆ C, then C ∈ A. In our construction, we only consider SD.Cover(BT , R): This algorithm takes as input the bimonotone access structures.
nary tree BT and a revoked set R of users. Then it
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Table 1: Notations
Notation
n
BT
U
R
vi
di
Ti
Ti,j
Si
Si,j
Li
(Li ||dj )
(Li ||Lj )
ST (R)

Significance
The maximum number of users in the system
A full binary tree with n leaf nodes
A serial number set of user
A serial number set of revoked user
A node in BT for any i, i ∈ [2n − 1]
The depth of the node vi
A subtree of BT that is rooted at vi , where vi ∈ BT
A subtree Ti − Tj for any vi , vj ∈ BT such that vi is the ancestor of vj
The set of leaf nodes of Ti
The set of leaf nodes of Ti,j
An identifier for a node vi in BT , a fixed and unique string
The integer representation of the string formed by concatenating dj with Li
The integer representation of the string obtained by concatenating Lj with Li
The Steiner Tree induced by a subset R and the root node

computes CVR iteratively by removing nodes from
ST (R) until ST (R) only has a single node as follows
(an example is given in Figure 1):




1) Find two leaves vi and vj in ST (R) such that
the least-common-ancestor (lca) v of vi and vj
does not contain any other leaf node of ST (R)
in its subtree. Let vl and vk be the two children
of v such that vi is a descendant of vl , and vj
is a descendant of vk . (If there is only one leaf
node, make vi = vj to be the leaf, v to be the
root of ST (R) and vl = vk = v.)
S
2) If vl 6=
S vi , CVR = CVR Sl,i ; if vk 6= vj , CVR =
CVR Sk,j .



























u1

u2

u3

u4

u5

u6

u7

u8

Figure 1: An Example of Binary Tree BT

3) Remove from ST (R) all the descendants of v
and make it a leaf.
(S3,13 , S3,15 ). For u ∈ R, the algorithm SD.Match(CVR ,
SD.Match(CVR , P Vu ): This algorithm takes as input
P Vu ) outputs ⊥.
a covering set CVR = {Si,j } and a private set
P Vu = {Si0 ,j 0 }. It obtains (Si,j , Si0 ,j 0 ) such that
Si,j ∈ CVR , u ∈ Si,j , and Si0 ,j 0 ∈ P Vu , or obtains Lemma 1. Let n be the number of leaf nodes and r be the
size of a revoked set. The size of a private set is O(log 2 n)
⊥.
and the size of a covering set is at most 2r − 1 in the SD
For all n = 2d , let BT ← SD.Setup(n), P Vu ← scheme [9].
SD.Assign(BT , u), CVR ← SD.Cover(BT , R). The
correctness of the SD scheme is defined as follows:
1) If u ∈
/ R, then SD.Match(CVR , P Vu ) = (Si,j , Si0 ,j 0 );
2) If u ∈ R, then SD.Match(CVR , P Vu ) =⊥.
As shown in Figure 1, given R = {u2 , u3 , u4 , u6 }. According to the algorithm SD.Cover(BT , R), choose v5
as a lca of v10 and v11 . Get v5 as a leaf, v2 is a lca of
v9 and v5 . Get v2 as a leaf, CVR = {S4,9 }, the root
is a lca of v13 and v2 , CVR = {S4,9 , S3,13 }. For u1 ∈
/
R, P Vu1 = {S1,2 , S1,4 , S1,8 , S2,4 , S2,8 , S4,8 }, run the algorithm SD.Match(CVR , P Vu1 ) and output (S4,9 , S4,8 ).
Similarly, the algorithm SD.Match(CVR , P Vu8 ) outputs

3.6

Complexity Assumption

For our KP-ABE construction we will use a q-type assumption [24], which is similar to the Decisional Bilinear
Diffie-Hellman Assumption augmented with q parameters
bi . The assumption is defined via the following game between a challenger and an attacker:
Initially, the challenger inputs the security parameter
and picks a random group element g ← G and q + 3
random exponents a, b, c, b1 , b2 , · · · , bq ← Zp . Then he
sends the group description (p, G, GT , e) and all of the
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following terms to the attacker:
2

g, g a , g b , g c , g (ac) ,
2

g bi , g acbi , g ac/bi , g a
g

acbi /bj

,g

bbi /b2j

,g

cbi

2

2

, g b/bi , g b

abcbi /bj

,g

/b2i

(ac)2 bi /bj

, ∀i ∈ [q],
, ∀i, j ∈ [q], i 6= j.

The challenger flips a random coin µ ← {0, 1} and if µ = 0
he gives the term e(g, g)abc to the attacker. Otherwise
he gives a random term R ← GT . Finally the attacker
outputs a guess µ0 ∈ {0, 1}.
Definition 1. We say that the q-type assumption holds
if all P P T attackers have at most a negligible advantage
in λ in the above security game, where the advantage is
defined as
Adv = | Pr[µ0 = µ] − 1/2|.

4
4.1

Syntax and Security
Algorithms
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Verify(ct, ct0 ) → {0, 1}: After the third party finished
the ciphertexts updating, the auditors will verify
whether ciphertexts were updated correctly from
some prior revocation lists to the current revocation
lists or not. Then he outputs 1 if the update is correct, and 0 otherwise.
Let (pp, msk) ← Setup(1λ ), ct ← Encrypt(pp, m, S, R),
ct0 ← CTUpdate(ct, R0 , pp), sk ← Extract(msk, ID,
A). For correctness, we require the following conditions
always hold:
1) 1 ← Verify(ct, ct0 ).
2) If ID ∈
/ R and the attribute set S satisfies the
ciphertext policy A, the algorithm returns m ←
Decrypt(sk, ct). Otherwise, return ⊥.
3) If ID ∈
/ R0 and the attribute set S satisfies the
ciphertext policy A, the algorithm returns m ←
Decrypt(sk, ct0 ). Otherwise, return ⊥.

4.2

Selective Security Game

A directly revocable and verifiable key-policy attribute- Similar to the security model in the literature [27], since
based encryption (KP-ABE) scheme for large universe the updated ciphertexts have the same distribution as
consists of the following six algorithms:
original ciphertexts, we only consider the security of origSetup(1λ , n) → (pp, msk): Input a security parameter λ inal ciphertexts. We now describe the security model of
and the maximum number n of users. The algorithm our system by the following game between a challenger
obtains BT by running SD.Setup(n) and outputs and an attacker:
the public parameters pp and the master secret key Initialization: In this phase, the attacker A declares the
msk. We assume that the public parameters contain
challenge attribute set S ∗ and a revocation list R∗ ,
a description of the attribute universe N .
which he will try to attack, and sends them to the
challenger B.
Extract(msk, ID, A) → sk: Given a user identity ID,
choose an unassigned leaf node v(u) in BT at ran- Setup: The challenger runs Setup(1λ ) to obtain the
dom and assign ID to the leaf node v(u), where
public parameters pp and sends pp to the attacker
u ∈ [n] is a serial number that is assigned to ID.
A.
(For convenience, a serial number and the corresponding user identity can be exchanged in this pa- Query phase 1: In this phase, the attacker A can adaptively issue extract queries for secret keys related to
per.) The algorithm runs SD.Assign(BT , u) to obseveral tuples (ID, A).
tain P Vu = {Si,j }. Input the master secret key msk
and an access structure A on N . The algorithm gen• If S ∈ A and ID ∈
/ R∗ , then B will abort.
erates a secret key corresponding to A and ID.
• Otherwise, the challenger generates a secret key
related to (ID, A) for the attacker A.
Encrypt(pp, m, S, R) → ct: Input the public parameters
pp, a plaintext message m, and a set of attributes Challenge: The attacker A declares two equal-length
S ⊆ N , as well as the current revocation list R. The
plaintexts m0 and m1 and submits them to the chalalgorithm obtains the cover set CVR by executing
lenger. The challenger flips a random coin ν ∈ {0, 1}
SD.Cover(BT , R) and outputs the ciphertext ct.
and calls Encrypt(m , S ∗ , R∗ ) → ct. He sends ct to
ν

Decrypt(sk, ct) → m: Input a secret key sk, and a ciphertext ct, if the attribute set S satisfies the ciphertext policy and user identity ID ∈
/ R, then user obtains (Si,j , Sĩ,j̃ ) by running SD.Match(CVR , P Vu )
such that Si,j ∈ CVR , Sĩ,j̃ ∈ P Vu and (i = ĩ) ∧ (dj =
dj̃ ) ∧ (j 6= j̃) and recovers a message m. Otherwise,
return ⊥.

the attacker.
Query phase 2: Phase 2 is the same as Phase 1.
Guess: The attacker A outputs his guess ν 0 ∈ {0, 1} for
ν.

Definition 2. A KP-ABE scheme is selectively secure if
all P P T attackers have at most a negligible advantage in
λ
in the above security game, where the advantage of an
CTUpdate(ct, R0 , pp) → ct0 : Input ct, the latest revoca- attacker is defined as
tion list R0 and pp, the third party updates the origAdv = | Pr[ν = ν 0 ] − 1/2|.
inal ciphertext ct to ct0 associated with R0 .
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4.3

Verifiability Game
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The authority sets msk = (α, β) as the master secret
key.

In this subsection, we give the security model of verifiability based on the literature [27, 36].
Extract(msk, ID, (M, ρ)) → sk: The algorithm picks
y = (α1 , y2 , · · · , yn )> and sets α2 such that α =
Initialization: In this phase, the attacker A chooses an
α1 + α2 (mod p), where α1 , y2 , · · · , yn ← Zp and α1 is
attribute set S ∗ and sends it to the challenger.
the secret to be shared among the shares. The vector
Setup: The challenger runs Setup(1λ ) to obtain the
of the shares is
public parameters pp and sends pp to the attacker
M · y = (λ1 , λ2 , · · · , λl )> .
A.
Query phase 1: In this phase, the attacker A can adaptively issue queries:
1) Extract query: Input several tuples (ID, A),
the challenger generates a secret key sk related
to (ID, A) for the attacker A.
2) Verification query: Input updated ciphertexts ct∗ , the challenger returns γ to A by running Verify(ct, ct∗ ) → γ.
Challenge: The attacker A selects a plaintext m and
two revocation lists R and R∗ , where R ⊂ R∗ , and
submits them to the challenger. The challenger calls
Encrypt(m, S ∗ , R) → ct. He sends ct to the attacker.

Select l random exponents k1 , k2 , · · · , kl ← Zp and
for every τ ∈ [l]
Kτ,0 = g λτ wkτ , Kτ,1 = (z ρ(τ ) h)−kτ , Kτ,2 = g kτ .
Given user identity ID, choose an unassigned leaf
node v(u) in BT at random and assign ID to the
leaf node v(u), where u ∈ [n] is a serial number that
is assigned to ID. Next the algorithm obtains P Vu
by running SD.Assign(BT , u). For each Si,j ∈ P Vu ,
pick θi,j,1 , θi,j,2 ← Zp and compute
Di,j,1 = g α2 v (Li ||dj )θi,j,1 f θi,j,2 , Ei,j,1 = g −θi,j,1 ,
Di,j,2 = (f (Li ||Lj ) v)θi,j,2 , Ei,j,2 = g −θi,j,2 .

Guess: The attacker A outputs a updated ciphertext
The secret key is
ct∗ to the challenger associated with the revocation
sk =(P Vu , ID, (M, ρ), {Kτ,0 , Kτ,1 , Kτ,2 }τ ∈[l] ,
list R∗ . The attacker A wins this game if Verify(ct, ct∗ ) → 1 and the distribution of ct∗ and
{Di,j,t , Ei,j,t }Si,j ∈P Vu ,t=1,2 ).
ct0 are computationally distinguishable, where Update(ct, R∗ , pp) → ct0 produced by the challenger.
Encrypt(m, S = {A1 , A2 , · · · , Ak } ⊆ Zp , R, pp) → ct:
The algorithm picks k + 1 random exponents
Definition 3. We say that the proposed scheme achieves
s, r1 , r2 , · · · , rk ← Zp and computes
update verifiability if the advantage that any A wins the
verifiability game is negligible in security parameter λ.
C = m · e(g, g)αs , C0 = g s ,

5

Our Construction

We construct a directly revocable and verifiable KP-ABE
scheme for large universe based on the techniques in paper [24, 27]. Different from the scheme in the literature [27], we use the SD scheme to manage revocation
for ABE. The SD method provides a smaller covering
set compared with the CS scheme, particularly when the
number of users present in the system is very large. In
addition, we also use the method given by Lee et al. [16]
to solve the complex key assignment problem of the SD
mechanism. Now we describe the scheme as follows.

∀τ ∈ [k], Cτ,1 = g rτ , Cτ,2 = (z Aτ h)rτ w−s .
Given the revoked user serial number set R ⊆ [n],
the algorithm obtains the cover set CVR by executing
SD.Cover(BT , R). For each Si,j ∈ CVR , set
Ci,j,1 = v (Li ||dj )s , Ci,j,2 = (f (Li ||Lj ) v)s .
The ciphertext is
ct =(S, R, CVR , C, C0 , {Cτ,1 , Cτ,2 }τ ∈[k] ,
{Ci,j,t }Si,j ∈CVR ,t=1,2 ).

Setup(1λ , n) → (pp, msk): Input a security parameter λ Decrypt(sk, ct) → m: Given sk and ct, the decryption
can be done as follows:
and the maximum number n of users. The algorithm
obtains BT by running SD.Setup(n). Let G and
• If user identity ID ∈ R or the attribute set S
GT be multiplicative cyclic groups of prime order p,
does not satisfy the ciphertext policy, then reand e : G × G → GT be a bilinear map. The atturn ⊥.
tribute universe is N = Zp . Select the random terms
• Otherwise, proceed as follows. Suppose the
g, z, h, w, f ← G and α, β ← Zp . Let v = g β . The
set S satisfies the access structure (M, ρ) and
public parameters are published as
ID ∈
/ R. Let I = {i : ρ(i) ∈ S}. P
There exists
pp = (g, z, h, w, v, f, e(g, g)α ).
constants {ωi ∈ Zp }i∈I such that i∈I ωi Mi =
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If the above equations do not hold, then return
(1, 0, · · · , 0). Since ID ∈
/ R, then user obtains
0. Otherwise, return 1.
(Si,j , Sĩ,j̃ ) by running SD.Match(CVR , P Vu )
such that Si,j ∈ CVR , Sĩ,j̃ ∈ P Vu and (i =
ĩ) ∧ (dj = dj̃ ) ∧ (j 6= j̃).
6 Security Proof
Then the user calculates
Y
B = (e(C0 , Ki,0 )e(Cτ,1 , Ki,1 )
Since the updated ciphertexts has the same distribution
i∈I
as the original ciphertexts. We only prove the security re· e(Cτ,2 , Ki,2 ))ωi ,
lated to the original ciphertexts and updated verifiability.
B 0 =e(C0 , Dĩ,j̃,1 )e(Ci,j,1 , Eĩ,j̃,1 )[e(C0 , Dĩ,j̃,2 )
Theorem 1. If the q-type assumption holds, then all
−1
P P T attackers with a challenge attribute set of size k,
· e(Ci,j,2 , Eĩ,j̃,2 )] (Lĩ ||Lj̃ )−(Li ||Lj ) ,
where k ≤ q, have a negligible advantage in selectively
0
m =C/(BB ),
breaking our scheme.
where τ is the index of the attribute ρ(i) in S
Proof. To prove the theorem we will assume that there
(it depends on i).
exists a P P T attacker A with a challenge attribute set,
CTUpdate(ct, R0 , pp) → ct0 : Given the latest revoked
which has a non-negligible advantage AdvA in selectively
user serial number set R0 , the cover set CVR0 is obbreaking our scheme. Using this attacker we will build
tained by running SD.Cover(BT , R0 ). For Si0 ,j 0 ∈
a P P T challenger B that attacks the q-type assumption
CVR0 , there are two cases.
with a non-negligible advantage.
Case 1: If there exists Si,j ∈ CVR such that (i =
i0 ) ∧ (j = j 0 ) then set ct0 = ct.
Initialization: Initially, B receives the given terms from
the assumption, an attribute set S ∗ = {A∗1 , A∗2 , · · · ,
Case 2: Otherwise, there exists Si,j ∈ CVR such
A∗k } ⊆ N and a revocation list R∗ .
that vi is an ancestor of vi0 or vi = vi0 . Choose
the random exponent s0 ← Zp and set
Setup: Now, the challenger B provides the public pa(L 0 ||d 0 )
i
j
(Li0 ||dj 0 )s0
rameters of the system for A. In order to do that B
(Li ||dj )
·v
,
Ci0 ,j 0 ,1 =(Ci,j,1 )
implicitly sets the master secret key of the scheme to
(L 0 ||L 0 )
i
j
(Li0 ||Lj 0 )s0
(Li ||Lj )
be α = ab and β = b + d, where a, b are set in the
0
0
·f
Ci ,j ,2 =(Ci,j,2 )
assumption and d ← Zp . B picks the random terms
(L 0 ||L 0 )
1
0
(1− (Li ||Lj ) )
i
j
f, z̃, h̃ ← Zp and gives the following terms to A:
(Ci,j,1 ) (Li ||dj )
· vs .
0

0

0
Finally, let C 0 = C · e(g, g)αs , C00 = C0 · g s , Cτ,1
=
0
−s0
Cτ,1 , Cτ,2 = Cτ,2 · w , ∀τ ∈ [k]. The updated ciphertext is
0
0
ct0 =(S, R0 , CVR0 , C 0 , C00 , {Cτ,1
, Cτ,2
}τ ∈[k] ,

g

= g,

z

= g z̃ ·

h = g ·

• Verify whether the following equation holds:
0
e(g, Cτ,2
C 0 /C)e(C00 , w)
0
= e(Cτ,1
, z Aτ h)e(C00 /C0 , e(g, g)α ),

where τ ∈ [k].
If not, then output 0. Otherwise, proceed to the
following step.
• Figure out Si01 ,j10 , · · · , Si0η ,jη0 such that Si0k ,jk0 ∈
CVR0 − CVR , where k ∈ {1, · · · , η}, select
c1 , · · · , cη ← Zp and verify

e(C00 ,

(v

k=1
η
Y

(f

k=1

η
Y

(Li0 ||dj 0 ) ck
k
k

) ) = e(g,

(Li0 ||Lj 0 )
k

k

Y

g ac/bi ·

i∈[k]

Verify(ct, ct0 ) → {0, 1}: The verification can be done as
follows:

η
Y

2

g b/bi ,

i∈[k]
h̃

{Ci00 ,j 0 ,t }Si0 ,j0 ∈CVR0 ,t=1,2 ).

e(C00 ,

Y

(Ci00 ,j 0 ,1 )ck ),
k

k=1
η
Y

v)ck ) = e(g,

k

(Ci00 ,j 0 ,2 )ck ).
k

k=1

k

2

∗

(g b/bi )−Ai ,

i∈[k]

a

w

= g ,

v

= g β = g b+d ,

α

= e(g a , g b ).

e(g, g)

Y

Phase 1: In this phase, the attacker A issues extract
queries for secret keys related to several tuples
(ID, (M, ρ)), and the challenger proceeds as follows:
Case 1: If S ∗ ∈ (M, ρ) and ID ∈
/ R∗ , then B will
abort.
Case 2: If ID ∈ R∗ , the challenger selects α1 ∈ Zp
and computes Kτ,0 , Kτ,1 , Kτ,2 based on the algorithm Extract(msk, (M, ρ)). Next the challenger chooses an unassigned leaf node v(u) in
BT at random and assigns ID to the leaf node
v(u), where u ∈ [n] is a serial number that is
assigned to ID. Then he obtains P Vu by running SD.Assign(BT , u). For each Si,j ∈ P Vu ,
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0
choose θi,j,1
, θi,j,2 ∈ Zp at random and set

·

Y

(g b

2
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/b2i hMτ ,ωi(ρ(τ )−A∗
i)

)

i∈[k]
0

Di,j,1 =g −α1 g b(Li ||dj )θi,j,1 f θi,j,2
·g

0
d(Li ||dj )(θi,j,1
− (L

a
)
i ||dj )

a

Ei,j,1 =g −θi,j,1 = g (Li ||dj )

0
−θi,j,1

·
,

,

abcbj
b2
i

)

abchMτ ,ωi
bi

),

Y

(g

−hMτ ,ωi(ρ(τ )−A∗
i)
(ρ(τ )−A∗ )
j

(i,j)∈[k,k]

·

Y

(g

i∈[k]

Di,j,2 =(f (Li ||Lj ) v)θi,j,2 ,

Kτ,2 =g kτ

Ei,j,2 =g −θi,j,2

=(g b )−hMτ ,ωi · g k̃τ
hMτ ,ωi
Y
∗
(g acbi ) (ρ(τ )−Ai )
·

by implicitly defining

i∈[k]

α2
θi,j,1

= α − α1 = ab − α1 ,
a
0
.
= θi,j,1
−
(Li ||dj )

by implicitly setting
kτ = −bhMτ , ωi +

X acbi hMτ , ωi
+ k̃τ .
ρ(τ ) − A∗i

i∈[k]

Case 3: If S ∗ ∈
/ (M, ρ), the challenger selects
α2 ∈ Zp and computes Di,j,1 , Ei,j,1 , Di,j,2 , Ei,j,2 Challenge: The attacker will output a pair of messages
based on the algorithm Extract(msk, ID).
(m0 , m1 ) of the same length. The challenger flips a
Since S ∗ ∈
/ (M, ρ), there exists a vector ω =
random coin ν ← {0, 1} and implicitly sets s = c
(ω1 , ω2 , · · · , ωn )> ∈ Znp such that ω1 = 1 and
from the q-type assumption. Also, set rτ = bτ for
hMτ , ωi = 0 for all τ ∈ [l] such that ρ(τ ) ∈ S ∗ .
every level τ ∈ [k]. These parameters are propThe vector y that will be shared is implicitly
erly distributed since c, b1 , b2 , · · · , bq are informationtheoretically hidden from the attacker’s view. Now
y = (α − α2 )ω + (0, ỹ2 , ỹ3 , · · · , ỹn )> ,
the challenger computes the following terms using the
assumption:
where ỹ2 , ỹ3 , · · · , ỹn ← Zp . For each row τ ∈ [l]
C =mν T, C0 = g s = g c , Cτ,1 = g rτ = g bτ ,
the share is
∗
Cτ,2 =(z Aτ h)rτ w−s
∗
λτ = hMτ , yi = (ab − α2 )hMτ , ωi + λ̃τ .
=g bτ (z̃Aτ +h̃) g −ac
Y
Y
∗
∗
2
·
g acbτ /bi
g bbτ (Aτ −Ai )/bi
Then the challenger computes Kτ,0 , Kτ,1 , Kτ,2
i∈[k]
i∈[k]
as follows:
Y
bτ z̃A∗
+h̃
τ
=(g )
g acbτ /bi
• If ρ(τ ) ∈ S ∗ : In this case λτ = hMτ , yi =
i∈[k],i6=τ
λ̃τ = hMτ , (0, ỹ2 , ỹ3 , · · · , ỹn )> i; hence its
Y
2
∗
∗
value is known to the challenger. Pick Kτ ∈
·
(g bbτ /bi )Aτ −Ai .
Zp and output the terms Kτ,0 , Kτ,1 , Kτ,2 as
i∈[k],i6=τ
in the algorithm Extract.
For each Si,j ∈ CVR∗ , set
• Otherwise ρ(τ ) ∈
/ S ∗ : Pick k̃τ ∈ Zp and
compute
Ci,j,1 = v (Li ||dj )s = v (Li ||dj )c ,
Ci,j,2 = (f (Li ||Lj ) v)s = (f (Li ||Lj ) v)c .

Kτ,0 =g λτ wkτ
=g λ̃τ −α2 hMτ ,ωi
hMτ ,ωi
Y
2
∗
·
(g a cbi ) (ρ(τ )−Ai ) · wk̃τ ,
i∈[k]

Kτ,1 =(z ρ(τ ) h)−kτ

i∈[k]

Y

(g (ac)

(i,j)∈[k,k]

ct =(S ∗ , R∗ , CVR∗ , C, C0 , {Cτ,1 , Cτ,2 }τ ∈[k] ,
{Ci,j,t }Si,j ∈CVR∗ ,t=1,2 ).
Phase 2: Same as Phase 1.

=(g b )hMτ ,ωi(ρ(τ )z̃+h̃) · (z ρ(τ ) h)−k̃τ
−(ρ(τ )z̃+h̃)hMτ ,ωi
Y
∗
·
(g acbi ) (ρ(τ )−Ai )
·

The challenger sends the ciphertext ct to A, where

2

bj /bi

−hMτ ,ωi
∗

) (ρ(τ )−Aj )

Guess: A outputs a guess ν 0 of ν. If ν 0 = ν the challenger
outputs µ0 = 0 and guesses the challenge term is
T = e(g, g)abc . Otherwise, the challenger outputs
µ0 = 1 and guesses T is a random group element R.
It is obvious that the generation of public parameters
and private keys is identical to the actual scheme.
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In the case where µ = 1 the attacker gains no infor- and
η
η
mation about ν. Therefore, we have Pr[ν 6= ν 0 |µ =
Y
Y
(L 0 ||d 0 )
1] = 21 . Since the challenger guesses µ0 = 1 when
e(C0∗ ,
(v ik jk )ck ) = e(g,
(Ci∗0 ,j 0 ,1 )ck ),(2)
k k
1
0
0
ν 6= ν , we have Pr[µ = µ |µ = 1] = 2 .
k=1
k=1
η
η
Y
Y
(L 0 ||L 0 )
If µ = 0 the attacker can see an encryption of Mν . In
e(C0∗ ,
(f ik jk v)ck ) = e(g,
(Ci∗0 ,j 0 ,2 )ck ),
k k
this situation, the attacker’s advantage is ε by definik=1
k=1
1
0
tion. Thus we have Pr[ν = ν |µ = 0] = 2 + ε. Since
the challenger guesses µ0 = 0 when ν = ν 0 , we have where τ ∈ [k], Si0k ,jk0 ∈ CVR∗ − CVR , 1 ≤ k ≤ η and
c1 , · · · , cη ← Zp are randomly selected by the challenger
Pr[µ = µ0 |µ = 0] = 21 + ε.
and unknown to A.
Finally, the overall advantage of the challenger in the
Since Verify(ct, ct0 ) → 1 (due to the correctness of the
q-type game is
scheme), the following equations should hold:
1 1
1
1
Pr[µ = µ0 |µ = 0] − + Pr[µ = µ0 |µ = 1] = ε.
2
2 2
2

e(g,

0
Cτ,2
C0
C0
0
)e(C00 , w) = e(Cτ,1
, z Aτ h)e( 0 , e(g, g)α ), (3)
C
C0

and
Theorem 2. The proposed scheme is verifiable, if no
polynomial time attacker A can get non-negligible advantage in the verifiability game defined in Section 4.3.
Proof. We show that any polynomial time attacker A
presents an incorrect updated ciphertext and succeeds in
the verification with negligible probability.
The challenger proceeds the verifiability game, where
A provides the attribute set S ∗ . The challenger runs
Setup(1λ ) to obtain the public parameters pp and sends
pp to the attacker A. In the challenge phase, the challenger obtains a plaintext m and two revocation lists R
and R∗ from A, where R ⊂ R∗ . The challenger returns
ct to the attacker by running Encrypt(m, S ∗ , R) → ct.
A outputs the updated ciphertext ct∗ to the challenger
associated with the revocation list R∗ .
Suppose that ct∗ succeeds in the verification. That is,
Verify(ct, ct∗ ) → 1. Let us consider the probability of A
cheating with incorrect updated ciphertext.
Suppose the original ciphertext
ct =(S , R, CVR , C, C0 , {Cτ,1 , Cτ,2 }τ ∈[k] ,
{Ci,j,t }Si,j ∈CVR ,t=1,2 ).
The updated ciphertext
∗
∗
ct∗ =(S ∗ , R∗ , CVR∗ , C ∗ , C0∗ , {Cτ,1
, Cτ,2
}τ ∈[k] ,

{Ci∗0 ,j 0 ,t }Si0 ,j0 ∈CVR∗ ,t=1,2 ),
∗

e(C00 ,

η
Y

(v

k=1
η
Y

(f

(Li0 ||dj 0 ) ck
k
k

) )

(Li0 ||Lj 0 )
k

k

=

v)ck )

=

∗

ct =(S , R , CVR∗ , C

0

0
0
, C00 , {Cτ,1
, Cτ,2
}τ ∈[k] ,

{Ci00 ,j 0 ,t }Si0 ,j0 ∈CVR∗ ,t=1,2 ),

η
Y

e(g,

e(g,

k=1

(Ci00 ,j 0 ,1 )ck ),(4)
k

k

k=1
η
Y

(Ci00 ,j 0 ,2 )ck ),
k

k

k=1

where τ ∈ [k], {Si0k ,jk0 }1≤k≤η and {ci }1≤i≤η are the same
as the above.
According to Equations (1) and (3), we have C 0 =
∗
0
∗
0
∗
C , C00 = C0∗ , Cτ,1
= Cτ,1
, Cτ,2
= Cτ,2
. In order to prove
0
∗
ct = ct , we need to prove ∀k, 1 ≤ k ≤ η, Ci00 ,j 0 ,1 =
k k
Ci∗0 ,j 0 ,1 , Ci00 ,j 0 ,2 = Ci∗0 ,j 0 ,2 . We prove this by showing that
k k
k k
k k
the probability of Ci00 ,j 0 ,1 6= Ci∗0 ,j 0 ,1 , Ci00 ,j 0 ,2 6= Ci∗0 ,j 0 ,2 for
k k
k k
k k
k k
some k is negligible.
According to Equations (2) and (4), the following equations hold
e(g,

η
Y

(Ci00 ,j 0 ,1 )ck )
k

k=1
η
Y

⇒

k

=

e(g,

η
Y

(Ci∗0 ,j 0 ,1 )ck )
k

k

k=1

(Ci00 ,j 0 ,1 )ck
k

k

=

k=1

∗

0

e(C00 ,

η
Y

(Ci∗0 ,j 0 ,1 )ck .
k

k

k=1

Assume there exists a subset L ⊂ [1, η] such that ∀r ∈
L, Ci00r ,jr0 ,1 6= Ci∗0r ,jr0 ,1 . Therefore, we remove the same
items at both sides and get
Y
Y
(Ci00r ,jr0 ,1 )cr =
(Ci∗0r ,jr0 ,1 )cr .
r∈L

Ci00r ,jr0 ,1

r∈L
µ0r

= g and Ci∗0r ,jr0 ,1 =
Zp and µ0r 6= µ∗r , then we

∗

Set
g µr for some unknown
µ0r , µ∗r ←
have
Y
X
0
∗
g cr (µr −µr ) = 1 ⇒
cr (µ0r − µ∗r ) = 0(mod p).

r∈L
where ct∗ is the updated ciphertext returned by the at- r∈L
∗
Since cr is unknown to A, the probability of Ci00r ,jr0 ,1 6=
tacker A, when the revocation list R is changed to R ,
∗
0
∗
such that R ⊂ R , ct is the updated ciphertext outputted Ci0 ,j 0 ,1 is at most 1/p, which is a negligible probability.
r r
by algorithm update.
Therefore, we have ∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ η, Ci00r ,jr0 ,1 = Ci∗0r ,jr0 ,1 . Simi∗
Since Verify(ct, ct ) → 1, then the following equations larly, ∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ η, C 00 0 = C ∗0 0 .
ir ,jr ,2
ir ,jr ,2
hold:
Hence, we have proved that ct0 = ct∗ if Verify(ct, ct∗ )
∗
→ 1. That is, the attacker cannot generate an incorrect
Cτ,2
C∗
C∗
∗
e(g,
)e(C0∗ , w) = e(Cτ,1
, z Aτ h)e( 0 , e(g, g)α ), (1) updated ciphertext while passing the verification.
C
C0
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Table 2: Functionalities and features comparison of direct R-ABE
Schemes
Attrapadung et al. [1]
Shi et al. [27]
Wang et al. [29] 1st scheme
Wang et al. [29] 2st scheme
Ours

Large universe
×
×
×
√
√

Ciphertext update
−
anyone
−
−
anyone

Security model
standard model
random oracle model
standard model
standard model
standard model

Verification
×
√
×
×
√

Table 3: Efficiency comparison of direct R-ABE

|pp|

Size
|sk|

Attrapadung et al. [1]

m+N +3

2(l + 1)log(n)

Shi et al. [27]

m+d+7

2l + 2

Wang et al. [29]
1st scheme
Wang et al. [29]
2st scheme

2(m + 2d + 1)

2l

2(m + 2d + 1)

4l

Schemes

|ct|
|S| + 1
+rlog( nr )
2 + |S|
+rlog( nr )
2|S| + 3
2|S| + 3

2

Ours

7
7.1

6

3l + 2[log (n)
+log(n)]

Discussions
Performance Analysis

In this section, we compare the features and efficiency of
our scheme with some existing direct R-ABE schemes [1,
27, 29]. This is shown in Table 2 and Table 3. Denote
n to be the number of users in the system, m to be the
maximum size of attributes, d to be the depth for all leaves
in the full binary tree, l to be the size of rows in the LSSS
matrix (or to be the size of the leaf nodes of access tree
A), I to be a subset of {1, 2, · · · , l}, M to be a subset of
the nodes in an access tree A, r and r0 to be the size of
the revocation set R and R0 , respectively. N to be the
maximum size of the cover set cover(R). We denote
t1 = 2|I| + d + 2 − depth(j),
X
t2 =
(depth(j 0 ) − depth(j)).
j 0 ∈cover(R0 )

E, P represent an exponentiation and pairing operation,
respectively.
We first make a comparison in terms of functionalities
and features in Table 2. Note that the second scheme
presented by Wang et al. [29] and ours supporting large
universe construction, but Wang et al.’s scheme [29] only
achieved via fix a specific bound at stage of setup, and this
approach places undesirable burden on the deployment of
ABE schemes. Both Shi et al.’s scheme [27] and ours
allow anyone to update ciphertexts and enable any auditor to verify whether the updated ciphertexts are correct.

2|S| + 4r + 1

Decryption cost

CTUpdate cost

2(|I| + 1)P
+(|I| + 2)E

−

t1 P + |I|E

t2 P

(l + 2)P
+|M |E
(2l + 2)P
+|M |E
(3|I| + 4)P
+(|I| + 1)E

−
−
4(r0 + 1)E

However, Shi et al.’s scheme [27] is secure in the random
oracle model.
In addition, we make a analysis with respect to efficiency in Table 3. To the best of our knowledge, the
storage overhead is mainly caused by storing the public parameters, the ciphertext and the secret key. It is
easy to find that the sizes of the secret key and ciphertext in our scheme are close to the schemes [1, 27, 29].
However, the size of the public parameters is constant in
our scheme. Meanwhile, due to the application of the
SD method, our scheme could provide a smaller ciphertext component meant for performing revocation, at the
cost of an admissible increased in the secret key size. On
the other hand, although the efficiency of our scheme is
lower than Attrapadung et al.’s scheme [1] and Wang et
al.’s scheme [29] with reference to decryption, ours have
more functionalities and features as analyzed above. In
cihertext update, we use a trick similar to Shi et al.’s
scheme [27], but our scheme is more efficiency: at most
4(r0 + 1) exponentiation operations. Whereas Shi et al.’s
scheme [27] requires t2 pairing operations.

7.2

Efficiency Improvement

As mentioned above, our scheme need to perform 3|I| + 4
bilinear pairing operations, which are considered the most
expensive operation in pairing-based cryptographic protocols. These pairing operations lead to a heavy burden
for the computation of decryption. Moreover, with the
size of subset I increasing, the corresponding cost for the
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computation of pairings would become higher. Therefore,
it is indispensable to reduce the computation cost.
Outsourced ABE schemes might be the possible solution. Green et al. [11] first realized secure and efficient
outsourcing of ABE decryption. Nowadays, many research works have been done on secure outsourced ABE
schemes [13, 36]. Although outsourced ABE can reduce
the computation cost of users, the systems have to introduce additional servers, which increases the system complexity [35].
Another possible solution is outsourcing computation
techniques. Liu et al. [20] proposed a identity-based
server-aided decryption scheme. Their scheme enables
the receiver to decrypt the ciphertext without needing
to compute paring with help of an external server. Based
on the server-aided computation protocols, the notion of
server-aided signature [7, 31] has been proposed in order to reduce the local computation. In 2014, Canard et
al. [5] presented a secure and efficient delegating algorithm
for pairing. This algorithm improved the computational
complexity results. However, the solution was not feasible since exponentiation, membership test, and inversion
were still required. Recently, Chen et al. [6] proposed
an efficient and secure outsourcing algorithm for bilinear
pairings in the two untrusted program model. In their
scheme, the outsourcer never needs to perform any expensive operations such as exponentiations. It is not difficult to find that these secure outsourcing protocols and
algorithms for bilinear pairings are also applicable to our
scheme.
As a result, in our construction, we employ the secure
outsourcing algorithm Pair presented by Chen et al. [6]
to reduce the load of computation for the users. Similar
to scheme [6], as a subroutine, the outsourcing algorithm
Pair is invoked when users decrypt the ciphertexts. We
show how the secure outsourcing algorithm Pair can be
applied to our scheme. When a user decrypts a ciphertext
ct, he runs the subroutine Pair to compute the message
m (suppose the user identity ID ∈
/ R and the attribute
set S satisfies the access structure (M, ρ)) as follows:
1) the user runs Pair to obtain Pair(C0 , ki,0 ) → ϕi,0 ,
Pair(Ci,1 , ki,1 ) → ϕi,1 , Pair(Ci,2 , ki,2 ) → ϕi,2 ,
Pair(C0 , Dĩ,j̃,1 ) → ψ1 , Pair(Ci,j,1 , Eĩ,j̃,1 ) → ψ2 ,
Pair(C0 , Dĩ,j̃,2 ) → ψ3 , Pair(Ci,j,2 , Eĩ,j̃,2 ) → ψ4 .
2) the user computes B = Πi∈I (ϕi,0 ϕi,1 ϕi,2 )ωi and B 0 =
1

ψ1 ψ2 (ψ3 ψ4 ) (Lĩ ||Lj̃ )−(Li ||Lj ) .
3) the user computes m = C/(BB 0 ) and outputs m.
Applying the secure outsourcing algorithm, the computation of decryption can be reduced to |I| + 1 exponentiation operations. This makes our system more suitable for
practical applications.

8
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Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented a directly revocable
and verifiable key-policy attribute-based encryption (KPABE) scheme for large universe. Besides achieving efficient verification and large universe construction, the
new scheme also utilizes the SD mechanism for direct revocation purpose. Compared with the CS scheme, the
SD method greatly improves the broadcast efficiency and
provides a smaller covering set, at the cost of an admissible increased in the secret key size. The DRV-KP-ABE
scheme is selectively secure in the standard model.
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